JOB OPPORTUNITY

PLEASE APPLY BY: June 19, 2020

Sayle Safety is seeking an intermediate level ReactJS developer to work on their job safety and inspection
web app and mobile applications, based in Halifax, NS.
* skilled at React app development
* experience with Mobx and MaterialUI a bonus
* experience Node.js, MongoDB, Mongoose ODB a bonus
* security conscious, knowledge of role-based access control
* knowledge of iOS and Android user experience guidelines a bonus
* experience with Cordova a bonus
* continuous integration, familiar with writing test code
* customer support with existing features, interpret customer feedback, build out of additional
functionality
Based in Halifax, NS
Full time at 37.5hrs per week.
Salary commensurate with experience.
Blend of work from home and Halifax office space.
Self-starter, problem solver and good communicator.
Technical reporting to our part-time CTO (Shaun Johansen)
Admin reporting to our CFO (Heidi Sayle)
Collaborating with our other business partnerships and customers.
Company site: https://safetycultureworks.com/digital-workplace-safety-app
CVs can be sent to heidi@saylegroup.com

Enc. some background attached.
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Inspect anything
Track everything.
Inspectify is a digital inspection and assessment tool that is easy to customize and allows for real-time
interaction that unlocks and combines the collective knowledge of your workforce – empowering your
organization to prevent incidents and downtime.
Inspectify’s intuitive design allows anyone – from young workers to seasoned veterans, to use it intelligently
and to great effect.

GOING DIGITAL WILL:
Improve performance
Reduce risk
Increase efficiency
Provide trustworthy reporting
Advance your assessment process
with photos and digital tools
Expedite access to previous
reports
Enhance communication with
real-time interaction
Reduce paper waste
Empower your workforce

safetycultureworks.com

For more information, please contact
info@saylegroup.com

Move beyond the physical limitations of paper
and bring your inspection and assessment
process into the digital age with Inspectify.
Features
Customization: User-friendly admin features allow for Risk Matrix: Enhance your assessments and dive
quick editing and setup of customizable work flows,
deeper into measuring potential and actual risk
content and management of all app users.
with fully-customizable smart Risk Matrix option.
Sharing: Easily share inspections with PDF exporting
and the ability to submit them to specific people for
real-time review and approval.

Photos: Capture worksite conditions, hazards,
equipment information or anything essential to
your inspections and assessments.

Digital Sign-off: Document inspections in real-time
with digital signatures and inspection status for a
streamlined authorization process that ensures due
diligence and consistent workflows.

Inspection Tools: Combine traditional checklist pages, info pages and decision tree-based
checklist pages to create a comprehensive, yet
time efficient process.
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For more information, please contact
info@saylegroup.com

Manage COVID-19 risks in your workplace
with real-time digital assessment
More than ever, organizations are challenged with
addressing workplace health and safety protocols in
unprecedented times. COVID-19 has increased
the need for effective documentation procedures,
real-time digital sharing and awareness.
Inspectify is a user-friendly, digital inspection and
assessment tool that is easy to customize and use for
COVID-19 Employee Screening Questionnaires and
Safe Workplace Back-to-Work protocols.

Export assessments in PDF for increased
document control and sharing
Capture more than just words with
unlimited photo functionality
Document essential COVID-19 information
in a controlled and secure environment
Share COVID-19 assessments and
information in real-time with those
who need to see them most
Apply digital signatures and assessment
status for a streamlined authorization
process that ensures due diligence and
consistency
Enhance assessments with optional hazard
and risk management tools to determine
actual risk and the best path forward
Create customized COVID-19 workflows,
checklists and questionnaires using smart
features like Yes/No forms and decision trees

Stay safe with the Inspectify App.
For more information, please contact
info@saylegroup.com

